
12/27/70 

Dear Paul, 

If checking Los Angeles area phone numbers is no great trouble for 
you, or if Jim is still around and can do it, I'd appreciate knowing if 
ary of these is a good one and if s, in whose name, what address: 

841-7444 
841-3477 
447-4904k1ast digit poss I). Note closeness to ‘'hicago number) 

The first number appears as 8-413-477. Can you think of anything 
else it could represent?. 

These are Sirhan numbers. Kaiser ignored them, which means that the 
FBI and police did or withheld from defense. They are repeated in what 
Diamond called ( and I am persuaded is ) Sirhan's automatic writing when 
he was in an hypnotic state. 

I've finished the Heiser book. I'm astounded at the remarkable 
ccemileis, more than I had realized. He was entirely unaware of them. 
Wish I had time to note them all. I'm impressed by the book. I regret he 
appears to have had no contact with anyone really knowing anything about 
the Mther assassinations. Jonn Christian is the only one mentioned. Aside 
from knowing your opinion, he knows nothing, really. 

I think he was in the right forrest, but was looking for the wrong 
land of tree. And so many look alike to the untrained eye. 

Bernard Diamond comes through as an imaginative guy, but not quite 
daring enough, or not politically sophisticated. Kaiser refers to the 
''openhagen case of which I'd known, the one that is the basis of The Billiken 
courier. Wish Diamond had read that! 

Someone is saving the WerBel story for me. If I cannot get another, I'll 
send that to you. Besides Dick, of whose interest I am certain, others may 
want copies, like Jim. Maybe Hal. 

Best, 



ROY ERICKSON COMPANY 

WHOLESALE 

VETERINARY HEALTH PRODUCTS for POULTRY, TURKEYS, LIVESTOCK 

PHONE 434-3808 	 290 C & W DRIVE 
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA 
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